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CALL REPORT Issue # 30 Document's Author: Dave Montague/ARRB Date Created: 06/30/97 Who initiated the 

call? Review Board's representative in the call: Dave MontagueMiami ProjectSubject: Apology from Gordon 

WinslowDescription of the Call Winslow called me & apologized for his implication (last Friday) that I'd 

misrepresented myself as an FBI agent instead of an agent of the Review Board while in Florida. I explained 

last Friday that my guess is one of the staff inadvertently assumed I meant "FBI" since I identify myself as a 

federal investigator. I explained to Winslow that such mistakes are common & happened to me even when I 

was in the DEA. Winslow said his coworker had the information mixed up & he obtained clarification re: my 

representations to Dade County Records Center staff from the Center's Director Ruth Wheatley. Wheatley said 

I (at all times) only referred to myself as being w/the Review Board & received excellent cooperation from her 

staff (which is true). Winslow gave information & asked about the following during our conversation:-the 

current Mayor of Miami beach (Judge Gelber) "handled" the Milteer incident as an attorney & may have files 

of interest to the Board-there are appx 23 other municipalities who provided officers/intelligence to assist 

w/JFK's visit-USSS connection w/in Del Valle homicide caseWinslow's # is: 305.593.1352------------------------------

------------------------Please see attatched memo from Eileen re: Winslow's call last week:To: Eileen 

Sullivan/ARRBcc: From: Dave Montague/ARRBDate: 06/30/97 09:46:37 AMSubject: Re: summary of call from 

Gordon WinslowThanks Eileen...-----------------------------------------To: Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc: David 

Marwell/ARRB, Dave Montague/ARRB From: Eileen Sullivan/ARRBDate: 06/27/97 06:01:37 PMSubject: 

summary of call from Gordon WinslowMr. Winslow called late in the morning on Friday, June 27, 1997. He 

said he had a "mental problem with Dave Montague." He has a contact in Miami, he did not say who that is, 

but it is someone that you met with last week. Basically, he was concerned because Dave Montague works for 

the FBI and "we [the ARRB] are fighting with them", so he sees that as a conflict of interest.When all was said 

and done, he was ok about the whole thing and seemed to believe me when I said that it was possible that he 

[Montague] could have been mistaken, for whatever reason, as an employee of the FBI, but that he is 

employed as the Senior Investigator of the ARRB.He made two other points:1) with regard to your response to 

Frank DeBenedictis about the Florida Johns Committee records, Winslow said that he knows they are open to 

the public but that there are some records, particularly some dealing with the FPCC, that contain redactions.2) 

Winslow says that there are local Miami police records that contain "raw intelligence files" and that one in 

particular seems to be missing -- a Miami police report about Kennedy's trip to Miami on November 18, 1963. 

He thinks it is possible that the FBI or the Warren Commission took this report, and it may remain among 
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